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500 or so words, I’m going to sit here and positively bash everything about Artrosis' “In The 
Flower’s Shade”. I’ll start by saying Artrosis has no drummer. All “drum sounds” are programmed. 
Artrosis does have a keyboard player. And they even have a bass and guitar player! As well as 
some horrible Irish-Wannabe vocalist! IT’S CRAP! I kid you not! Stay away! Don’t let them bring 
this to America (Artrosis is from Poland)!  

Because of the over-production, keyboards, and artificial drummer, the music is hugely digitalized. 
But they add a smoothing of sorts to the music, attempting, I believe, to create a goth sound. I’ve 
decided listening to this album is what doing ecstasy must be like. I find myself wondering why the 
hell someone would want to subject themselves to the hypnotizing monotonous boring-ness of this 
music and I’ve come to the conclusion that it is only because of the fact that someone is doped up 
on drugs that they could tolerate this band’s music for any length of time! Changes are very few 
and far between. I think they add a little distortion to the guitar so as to say they have metal 
elements…but that couldn’t be farther from the truth! And rock and roll almost dictates you have to 
have that good time, or “up” beat thing going….DEFINITELY NOT PRESENT in this album! And 
the vocalist does not always sing in English; those of you watching Rockstar’s Super Nova here 
recently will remember the chick who’s name started with a “Z”…she’s terrible! I think Artrosis’s 
vocalist and “Z” chick went to the same vocalist coach! We need to find that vocalist coach and tell 
them their services are harmful to the music listening population of the world! Every once in 
awhile, the guitarist will bust out with a solo….but again…the sound of something that isn’t digital 
greeting your ears is few and far between. So the guitar solo’s don’t last long or happen often.  

Production is great on this album! That’s the only positive thing I can say! I would have pulled 
every hair and tooth out being stuck in the mixing sessions with this limp, mindless crap. There is 
no momentum, no groove, no beat, NOTHING! Oh…except for a brief moment in time on the 
eleventh track entitled “We”. They definitely succeed in pushing a droniness off on the 
listener….unfortunately….I have to violently fight the urge to hit the mouse button to alleviate my 
poor ears of this horrid noise. I think what I should do with this album is stick it in my kid’s CD 
player he listens to every night after he’s gone to bed. I bet I deal with a much more passive, brain-
washed kid the next day! I’m sorely tempted to document such a scientific experiment….but I 
think even the kid would hate this music! It’s so horrible, he would wake up trying to figure out 
what penance he could pay to get out of this music listening nightmare!  
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